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the IQ Touch ControL:
The IQ Touch Control is the digital control
system with full touch screen, through
which all Ultrasun professional tanning
and Collagenic devices can be
controlled. Every feature of your professional device can be controlled via the
touch screen. Set the level of the bodycooler, to switching on the Breeze and
Aroma function, it all can be set at teh
IQ Touch Control screen.

General Specifications IQ Touch Control:
- 3,5 inch color active matrix TFT-LCD touchscreen, VGA resolution and LED background.
- One main module with the possibility to connect up to 9 separate extension modules.
- Adaptable to every wish thanks to its many programming possibilities.
- Integrated demo and test program.
- Compatible with any management system
- Ability to control every independent feature separately.
- Easy-to-use touch screen which displays the features of the connected modules
- Four service levels, each with its own specific security code.
- Clearly visible START and STOP button, together with an intuitive control of the touch screen.
- Restart delay time indication for every available feature separately visible on the screen.
- Separate indication of pre-run time and cooling-down time, independent from the
general tanning time indication.
- Automatic recognition of teh connected modules (plug and play).
- 24V DC supply voltage for all modules for safe usage.
- Possibility of applying a restart delay time in the start-up of the fans.
- Hour registration for each lamp, facial tanner and shouldertanner separately.
- Programmable timer clock on Rainbow Manager with automatic Daylight
Saving Time correction.
- Cleaning function with the choice of a visible or invisible reset button.
- Session trackers.
- Voice Guide and Wellness Sound module options available.

Inventions IQ Touch Control 2.0 version:
- VibraPlate module is included. The IQ Touch Control 2.0 contains a
VibraPlate menu, including three preinstalled vibration programs and
choice of manual settings.
- The stand-by screen mode is extended with the Age Control feature.
With this feature you can set the minimum age for tanning at 14-18 years.
- Set your preferences regarding the Rainbow manager moodlight inside
the tanning or collagenic device during a session.
- Extended Voice Control module, It now includes the VibraPlate and
Age Control feature.
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